
Video Upload Checklist
 
Do these 10 things to your YouTube Video before it goes live…

1. Create A Compelling A Search Title

• Create a title that includes your main keyword naturally (preferably near the 
beginning) and how it will appeal to the person searching.  e.g. “how to train a dog 
to attack on command”

• You have a maximum of 99 characters to use this space  including spaces. Google 
will only show 60 characters of a title in the search results. Anything beyond that 
will be cut off so keep it within the 60 character limit to optimize best for all 
scenarios.

Power Tip: Research keywords with high a high search volume and low competition  
and name your video and thumbnail files the same as your title. 

• Include your main keyword in your video file name e.g. dog-training.mp4

2. Write A Unique Description

• Search engines will only display the first 140 characters (approx 3 lines) of the 
description in their results so write a paragraph that describes your video, uses the 
keywords naturally and invites the person to click.

• Add the full URL including the http:// of your landing page or website at the 
beginning of your description if you want viewers to visit that URL after they’ve 
watched your video.

• Viewers need to click the “Show More” button to view the rest of the description

• YouTube allows 5000 characters so make sure you fill in the rest of the description 
that includes keywords related to your video.

• Add related videos, social media links to the end of your description
• Check the box that says “paid promotion” if it’s a sponsored video

Power Tip: Add “watch the next video” in the first 3 lines of your description and link to 
your next best video or playlist. If a viewer is watching your video or playlist they’ll notice 
the live link to click on.
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• Upload your video and set Privacy Settings to “Private” or Unlisted”

3. Add Video Chapters To The Description

• Video chapters or timestamps enable a viewer to skip to the segment in your video 
they are most interested in (for example 4:30)

• Use chapter titles that include keywords related to your video content

Power Tip: You can also include hashtags in the description that are searchable. Keep 
in mind YouTube will ignore all hashtags on a video if it has more than 15 hashtags.

4. Add Tags

• Tags are the keywords that you want your video to be associated with so add tags 
that are relevant to your video content

• Tags don’t have much authority anymore in the ranking of your video so don’t 
spend a lot of time on them.

Power Tip: Select the “Recommended Tags” that TubeBuddy auto-suggests in the tag 
section under your video. You can sort them by relevance, keyword score or search 
traffic.

5. Create A Clickable Thumbnail

• Create a custom thumbnail that accurately describes your video and tells a story, 
so viewers will be curious to click on it to watch your video.

• Make sure your thumbnail supports your title. They work together to win the click. 

• Use contrasting colors, bold text, eye catching images and if possible include your 
face with an expression related to your video content eg happy, curious, sad, etc.

• Use high a resolution image of 1920x1080 and saved as 2MB or smaller

Power Tip:  Split test 2 different thumbnails using TubeBuddy A/B Testing Feature. After 
14 days it will show you which thumbnail received the most clicks. A high click through 
rate will help your videos perform better. 
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6. Add Your Video To A Playlist

• Playlists make it easy for viewers to watch multiple videos of yours with minimal 
effort which increases views and watch time for your channel

• Add video to only one relevant playlist upon upload. If you have an official series 
playlist, make sure it goes there.

• Create a new playlist if your video doesn’t fit into a current playlist. Create an 
official playlist because they typically result in more views, as well as more minutes 
watched.

Power Tip: Link to a playlist in a card or end screen so viewers binge watch multiple 
videos in a row = more watch time on YouTube.

7. Add An Info Card

• Cards are pre-formatted notifications that appear on desktop and mobile which you 
can set up to promote your brand and other videos on your channel. 

• You can choose from a variety of card types like: merchandise, fundraising, video, 
and more. 

• A small rectangular box, or teaser, will appear in the top right corner of the video to 
give your fans a preview of the message. If viewers tap or click the teaser, the card 
associated with the video appears along the right side of your video (or below the 
player on mobile in portrait mode).

• Use a card to link to a related video or playlist

• If you’re YouTube Partner you can link to an associated (external) website

Power Tip: Avoid adding too many cards as it will distract viewers from your video 
content and cause them to stop watching your video.
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8. Add End Screen Elements

•  End screens are a powerful tool which can help extend watch time on your channel 
by directing viewers to something next at the end of your videos. 

• You can add them to the last 5-20 seconds of a video and they appear on both 
desktop and mobile

• Use end screens to promote up to four different elements: a video or playlist, 
encourage viewers to subscribe, cross-promote another channel and link to approved 
websites.

Power Tip: Invite viewers to click on the on the end screen element when it appears in 
the end screen. You can stagger the elements to appear at different times ie a video 
appears first, then the subscribe button a few seconds later.

9. Monetize Your Video

• To help maximize your ad revenue, you can enable some or all ad formats on your 
channel. Remember, advertiser like brand-safe videos.

• Select some or all ad formats

• Under advanced setting - add video location, language and recording date.

Power Tip: 
If you make a video longer than 8 minutes, you can enable mid-roll ads. This means you 
can place multiple ads throughout your video. Place them wherever there is a natural 
break in your video.
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9. Upload A Transcript Of Your Video

• When you upload a transcript of your video content, people who are hard of 
hearing, are in a loud environment or have the sound turned off, will be able to read 
the closed captions at the bottom of your video.

• Having closed captions can increase your channel’s reach.

• A transcript also helps Google and YouTube to index the words contained in your 
content.

• You can edit the auto-generated transcript from YouTube, so the captions more 
accurately represent your video content. 

Power Tip: Translate your video content to reach a larger audience. Subtitles are 
translations of captions. They offer audiences who do not speak the same language as 
a video the option to read a translation of the words spoken. 

10. Publish Your Video

• Change privacy settings from Private or Unlisted to “Public” 

• Your video will go live after it’s set to Public

After publishing your video make sure you syndicate it to 
social media sites, embed it on your blog and email your 
list so you can attract a larger audience. Make sure you 
also engage with viewers in the comments. 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